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Abstract
Coronavirus disease 2019 （COVID-19） has a profound impact on our society, and health care professionals are challenged 
by the present outbreak. A recent study showed that a significant proportion of second-line workers and frontline workers 
experienced psychological distress. Although these findings suggest the possibility that rehabilitation therapists, especially 
those who work at the hospital, experience psychological distress, their mental health state has been largely dismissed and 
the number of an evidence-based practice is limited. Here, we discuss the importance of focusing on the mental health of 
therapists by introducing studies that focus on the mental health of health care workers during the COVID-19, SARS, and 
H1N1 influenza pandemics. We then noted the need to track the dynamic relationship between the mental health of 
therapists and the COVID-19 pandemic by employing longitudinal data collection with psychological measures that 
reliably and validly capture the mental health of therapists. This approach would be effective for preparation for future 
pandemics, as we have learned much from previous pandemics. We hope that our Tutorial Note will help readers who are 
interested in the mental health of rehabilitation therapists and encourage future studies.
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1　Introduction
In December 2019, coronavirus disease 2019 （COVID-19） 
caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
（SARS-CoV-2） was identified in Wuhan, Hubei Province, 

China, and immediately spread worldwide［1］. The World 
Health Organization declared the global COVID-19 outbreak a 
Public Health Emergency of International Concern （PHEIC） on 
January 30［2］. However, COVID-19 has still been wreaking 
havoc in human society across continents［2］.

As with the pandemic of severe acute respiratory 
syndrome （SARS） and Middle East respiratory syndrome 
（MERS）, COVID-19 had a profound negative psychological 
impact on medical care staff by incurring a heavy burden of 
intensive care and sustained mental pressure, and the need for 
prompt action is advocated［3］. Recent literature has revealed 
that a significant proportion of frontline workers experience 
psychological symptoms, including depression, anxiety, and 
insomnia［4］. Surprisingly, nearly 70 % of second-line workers 

also experienced psychological distress, and approximately 10 % 
of second-line workers experience moderate to severe depression 
and anxiety.

Although this study only focused on physicians and 
nurses and not on rehabilitation therapists, this finding on 
second-line workers suggests the possibility that rehabilitation 
therapists including physical therapists, occupational therapists, 
speech and language therapists, and psychological therapists are 
also psychologically affected by the current pandemic. In fact, a 
recent report from physical therapists warns that psychological 
problems among therapists should not be underestimated［5］. 
The World Health Organization, War Trauma Foundation and 
World Vision International indicated the importance of helper’s 
own psychological well-being; “Take care of yourself, so you 
can best take care of others!”［6］. Thus, the rehabilitation 
therapy community needs to take immediate action to investigate 
the mental health of therapists during the present pandemic and 
to provide appropriate support for them, especially those who 
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are now feeling substantial distress due to worry about being 
infected or bringing the virus to home or to the workplace. 
Although the lack of appropriate information regarding 
therapists might result in inappropriate/inadequate provisions for 
their rehabilitation, thus far, little scientific evidence of their 
mental health state has been accumulated. This Tutorial Note 
briefly overviews the possible mental health care for therapists 
and provides a possible strategy that may be employed or 
integrated with research on the mental health of therapists.

2　Possible mental health care for therapists
Deterioration in mental health leads to worsened quality of care
［5,7］. How can we address these problems? Some clues can be 
drawn from previous literature on past pandemics, such as SARS 
（2002-2003） and H1N1 influenza （2009）. For example, feeling 
protected by the hospital （e.g., the provision of protective 
physical materials such as protection suits, N95 masks and 
goggles） has been found to be an important factor in workers’ 
motivation and lower hesitation to work during the H1N1 
pandemic［8］. Furthermore, taking precautionary measures and 
getting clear directives helped professionals during the SARS 
pandemic［9］. These findings suggest that trust between 
organizations and workers plays an important role in motivating 
professionals to work in this confusing situation［10］. It should 
be noted, however, that 79.7 % of the respondents reported that 
protection by the hospital was weak during the H1N1 pandemic
［8］. Thus, hospital-based efforts seem to be much more devoted 
to protecting professionals. In addition, the role of the national 
association of therapists in each country would also be important 
because the provision of protective physical materials and 
information has been found to be critical in supporting workers
［8-10］.

As recent evidence suggest a link between psychological 
symptoms and sleep quality and social support［11］, practical 
advice from frontline workers might help therapists maintain 
and promote their psychological well-being［12］: “sleep 
sufficiently and efficiently”, “eat well, at least three times a 
day”, “maintain contact with your colleagues”, “share decisions 
with your colleagues”, “constantly update your knowledge”, 
“maintain contact with your family and friends”, “make time for 

your hobbies and daily routine”, and “share your emotions”. 
Guidance for nursing team members might also help［13］: “while 
at work, pay attention to your needs for safe working, drinks, 
food and regular breaks”, “use calming strategies when stress 
levels are high”. Nevertheless, further scientific evidence should 
be sought［3］.

3　Possible mental health research for therapists
The provision of constantly updated information to practitioners, 
which is deemed to facilitate trust between organizations and 
workers, requires the gathering and integration of information 
concerning their work and life situations as well as their mental 
health. This is now possible by employing a web-based survey 
in which practitioners answer questions using their own 
computers or phones when they are available. Of note is that this 
method enables us to do quick and effortless data collection［14］. 
In fact, the Japanese Association of Occupational Therapists 

officially started an online survey and gathered information 
about the work and life situations and mental health of 
occupational therapists from April 27 to May 1, 2020; this 
survey collected data from 15,292 registered occupational 
therapists. The results disclosed on May 7, 2020 revealed that 
more than 80 % of the respondents experienced psychological 
distress; 7,318 respondents reported a low degree of anxiety and 
stress and 5,535 respondents reported an intermediate or high 
degree of anxiety and stress［15］.  Although validated 
psychological measures were not employed and the degree of 
depression was not measured in this survey, these findings 
underline the need for prompt psychological support for 
rehabilitation therapists. We believe that such an approach would 
be useful to review closely the current situation, not only in 
Japan but also in other countries currently suffering from the 
outbreak. In particular, longitudinal data collection will be 
necessary because it enables us to disentangle the dynamic 
relationship between the mental health of therapists and the 
pandemic［16］. This approach is also helpful in assessing the 
posttraumatic stress symptoms that have been reported during 
the SARS pandemic［9］ and enables us to prepare for second 
wave［17,18］.

Interregional comparison would also be important to 
delineate the details of the impact of the pandemic because 
health care workers in the center of the pandemic （e.g., Wuhan, 
China） showed more severe psychological symptoms than 
workers outside the center［4］. In Japan, all prefectures are 
currently under a nationwide state of emergency, which was 
declared by the government on April 16. Among those 
prefectures, 13 prefectures were specifically designated 
“prefectures with special statements of emergency”, and people 
in those areas in particular were strongly requested to avoid 
unnecessary outings. Because such social isolation and 
loneliness affect mental health［3］, special attention should be 
paid to therapists in such areas, even if they are not on the 
frontlines.

Validated questionnaires help us to reliably and validly 
measure the mental health of therapists. Table 1 shows the 
questionnaires employed in recent COVID-19 studies of mental 
health［19,20］. Specifically, validated measures for depression, 
anxiety, stress, and insomnia are often employed during this 
COVID-19 pandemic［4,21］. For example, Zung Self-Rating 
Anxiety Scale （SAS） was designed to screen people with 
anxiety disorders. The Self-Rating Depression Scale （SDS） was 
developed based on factors or patterns of traits found in 
depressive disorders. Although these questionnaires have been 
widely used, researchers may replace these questionnaires with 
other questionnaires, such as the General Anxiety Disorder-7 
（GAD-7） and the Patient Health Questionnaire （PHQ-9）, to 
reduce the cognitive load of the respondents.

4　Conclusion
Although there is little evidence about the impact of COVID-19 
on the work, life and the mental health of rehabilitation 
therapists to date, this pandemic has surely been changing our 
community and society. We will no longer be able to live exactly 
as we did before, and it is obvious that we will need to protect 
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ourselves and our families, patients and communities in the 
midst of such drastic changes.

Obviously, an immediate priority is pursuing ways to 
support vulnerable groups but we should bear in mind that 
maintaining the mental health of therapists is essential to provide 
quality care［5,7］. At an organizational level, the provision of 
protective physical materials and frequent informational updates 
seem to be critical in the psychological support of therapists
［8,9］. At a personal level, we can put into practice the advice 
from other professionals［12,13］.

The Japanese Association of Occupational Therapists 
officially conducted a cross-sectional online survey to provide 
an evidence-based programs supporting occupational therapists. 
Although the survey mainly focused on work and life situations, 
if it combines those types of questionnaires with validated 
psychological measures and if the data collection is continued 

throughout the current pandemic, the obtained data would be 
helpful in preparations for potential second wave, as such data 
would capture the dynamic relationship between the mental 
heal th of  therapists  and the pandemic［3,17,18］.  Such 
movements should be spread to other countries, especially those 
that are seriously affected by COVID-19. We hope that 
international data sharing and collaboration of the national 
professional associations will be leveraged for support for 
therapists in the near future. We believe that if national 
professional associations continue constant provision of helpful 
information to therapists through effective data collection, the 
bonds of trust between the organizations and therapists will be 
strengthened and lead to better quality of therapy. Note that this 
approach would be effective not only for the current first wave 
but also for the second wave and future pandemics, as we have 
learned much from previous pandemics such as the N1H1 

Table 1: Questionnaires widely used for measuring mental health state

Target Name Number 
of items Score range Interpretation

Anxiety

General Anxiety Disorder-7 
（GAD-7） ［22］ 7 0-21

0-5 （Mild anxiety）, 6-10 （Moderate anxiety）, 11-15 （Severe 
anxiety）, A recommended cut point for further evaluation is a 
score of 10 or greater.

Zung Self-Rating Anxiety 
Scale （SAS） ［23］ 20 20-80

20-44 （Normal Range）, 45-59 （Mild to Moderate Anxiety 
Levels）, 60-74 （Severe Anxiety Levels）, 75-80 （Extreme 
Anxiety Levels）

Hamilton Anxiety Scale 
（HAMS） ［24］ 14 0-56 0-17 （Mild severity）, 18-24 （Mild to moderate severity）, 25-30 

（Moderate to severe）

Depression

Patient Health  
Questionnaire （PHQ-9） ［25］ 9 0-27 0-5 （Mild depression）, 6-10 （Moderate depression）, 11-15 

（Moderately severe depression）, 16-20 （Severe depression）
Zung Self-Rating  
Depression Scale （SDS）  
［26］

20 20-80 20-49 （Normal range）, 50-59 （Mild depression）, 60-69 
（Moderate depression）, 70-80 （Severe depression）

Hamilton Depression Scale 
（HAMD） ［27］ 17 0-52 0-7 （Normal range）, 8-16 （Mild depression）, 17-23 （Moderate 

depression）, 24-52 （Severe depression）

Stress

Stanford Acute Stress 
Reaction Questionnaire 
（SASRQ） ［28］

30 0-150 A higher score indicating higher levels of self-reported stress

Impact of Event Scale 
Revised （IES-R） ［29］ 22 0-88 PTSD symptoms as a clinical concern using a 24/25 cut off in 

total score

Depression, 
anxiety and 
stress.

Depression and Anxiety 
Stress Scales （DASS-21） 
［30］

21

Depression
0-42

0-4 （Normal）,  5-6 （Mild depression）,  7-10 （Moderate 
depression）, 11-13 （Severe depression）, and 14+ （Extremely 
Severe depression）

Anxiety
0-42

0-3 （Normal）, 4-5 （Mild anxiety）, 6-7 （Moderate anxiety）, 8-9 
（Severe anxiety）, and 10+ （Extremely Severe anxiety）

Stress
0-42

0-7 （Normal）, 8-9 （Mild stress）, 10-12 （Moderate stress）, 
13-16 （Severe stress）, and 17+ （Extremely Severe stress）

Insomnia

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality 
Index （PSQI） ［31］ 19 0-21 Using a 7/6 cut off 

Insomnia Severity Scale 
（ISI） ［32］ 7 0-28

0-7 （No clinically significant insomnia）; 8-14 （Subthreshold 
insomnia）, 15-21 （Clinical insomnia （moderate severity））, 
22-28 （Clinical insomnia （severe））
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influenza pandemic［18］.
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